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Appendix

Game
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Situation 3
Your insurance premium goes up
unexpectedly. Give the player in your
group with the longest first name
€ 20,000.

Situation 2
You have a made a loss on an export deal.
Give each other player € 5,000.

Situation 1
You have made a profit on an export deal.
Each player gives you € 5,000. Throw the
dice again.

Rules
1. Each player has € 50,000 capital to start
with and keeps a running total of the
amount of capital left on a piece of
paper which any other player is allowed
to see at any time during the game.
2. Each player has a counter which is
placed on the “Start” square. The
player throws the dice and moves the
number of squares thrown along
the board.
If the player lands on a “Situation 1”,
“Court Case 2” square, etc., the
instructions for this square are read
out and followed.
3. Any player who goes bankrupt drops
out of the game.
4. The first player to land on the “MultiMillionaire” square (by throwing
exactly the right number) wins. The
remaining players count their capital
to see who has come second, third,
etc.

Object
The object of the game is to reach the last
square without going bankrupt on the way.
The first player to reach the last square
in this way is a multi-millionaire. The other
players then count their capital to see who
has come second, third etc.

Number of Letters
4
5
6
7
8
9

Activity 3
Give the English title of a book or play
written by one of the following authors:
1. Stephen King
2. Michael Crighton
3. Charles Dickens
4. William Shakespeare
For a correct answer you receive € 500

Activity 2
Give the name of an English (American,
Canadian, Australian etc.) film with a title
of three words or more. For a correct
answer you receive € 500 from each other
player. For a wrong or no answer give
each other player € 500.

Dice Score
1
2
3
4
5
6

Activity 1
Spelling test! Throw the dice again and
then ask another player to spell an English
word with the number of words in the
table:
If the other player spells the word right,
give him / her € 1,000. If he / she spells it
wrong, you receive € 1,000.
If you can’t think of a word or spell a
word wrong, give the other player € 1,000.

Situation 5
Your Chief Accountant is a thief and runs
away with your money! You lose € 5,000 to
each of the other players.

Situation 4
Your company brings out a successful new
product. Each of the other players buys
it and gives you € 5,000. Throw the dice
again.

Setback 2
Your company’s computer network crashes
and takes a month to repair. Throw the dice
again and go back double the number of
squares.

Ransom 2
Industrial espionage! There is a break-in
at your top secret design plant and the
plans for your new product are stolen! You
pay € 15,000 ransom to get them back.

Court Case 2
Each of the other players asks you two
German ➝ English vocabulary questions
from the vocabulary list of the Unit

Setback 3
Your telephone system is struck by
lightning and takes weeks to repair. Throw
the dice again and go back three times
the number of squares.

Setback 1
Your premises are robbed and you lose
€ 10,000! Throw the dice again and go back
this number of squares.

Ransom 1
Thieves break into your offices and steal
your hard disk! You pay € 10,000 ransom to
get the data back.

Court Case 1
Each of the other players asks you a
German ➝ English vocabulary question
from the vocabulary list of the Unit
you are doing now or did last. You pay
€ 10,000 to the player for each wrong
answer and receive € 10,000 from the player
for each right answer.

Disaster!
Your warehouse burns down and you lose
€ 25,000! Throw the dice again.

Joker 3
You inherit € 10,000. Miss a turn while you
wait for the money to come through.

Joker 2
Bad luck! You’ve just got divorced. Give
each other player € 5,000.

Joker 1
Congratulations! You’ve just got married!
You get € 5,000 from each of the other
players as a wedding present.

you are doing now or did last. You pay
€ 5,000 to the player for each wrong
answer and receive € 5,000 from the player
for each right answer.

Windfall
The tax laws have been changed. You make
a windfall profit of € 5,000. Throw the dice
again.

Free Fall
It’s Black Monday and the Stock Exchange
has crashed! Give half of all the capital
you have to the player in your group with
the shortest first name.

Activity 4
Give the names of the President of the
United States and the Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom. For two correct answers
you receive € 1,000 from each other player.
If you cannot give two correct answers, give
each of the other players € 500.

from each other player. For a wrong or no
answer give each other player € 500.

Contract – The amazing new board game for students of commerce
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